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Abstract
This paper is written based on a qualitative approach, to explore the ability to use communication technology by micro, small, and medium enterprises (MSMES) within the culinary field to support their ability to innovate in developing countries such as Indonesia. A total of 30 small and micro enterprises from the two biggest cities in East Java province participated in this empirical study. The data collection system is carried out using a semi-structured interview that looks at the ability of business users to understand the internet as a media through four digital literacy elements, namely the ability to access, analyze, evaluate, and create messages. Based on the results of comparative analysis, it was found that the majority of MSMES owners have just reached the access phase, which is the initial phase where users are connected to the internet and utilize the most basic features of application services. MSMES owners only use internet technology for informal communication purposes and access to entertainment. One of the most important points from the results of the interview is the existence of religious issues which hamper the willingness of some MSMES owners to embrace the internet by creating reluctance and suspicion against the internet. One of them is the usury discourse that appears on non-cash payment technology and food purchasing services by online transportation.

INTRODUCTION
The main objective of this research project is to explore the capabilities of the use of communication technologies by the owner of micro, small, and medium enterprises (MSMES) within the culinary field, in order to support their ability to innovate in developing countries like Indonesia. This study also aims to fill the void of supporting literature on the issue of the use of communication technology in the form of the Internet for small-scale enterprises engaged in the culinary sector, one of the main sectors that hold a key role in the direction of the development of Indonesia's creative economy. Previously, quite a lot of
research had been carried out on the topic of the use of communication technology (ICT) and its effects on small business innovation (Akkenen and Cavaye 1999; Mutula and Van Brakel 2007; Hashim 2007). However, research that specifically focused on small businesses in the food sector in developing countries such as Indonesia is somewhat lacking. This is important because small businesses in the food sector hold a large portion of the total SME (APF Canada 2018). Food and culinary-based small businesses also have special characteristics that are different compared to other sectors, both in terms of management and development (Najib and Kiminami 2011; Ismail 2014; Abdul et al. 2013; Tambunan 2009. In general, the food and beverage service industry, or culinary business in general, is one of the most important and dominant businesses in the Indonesian business landscape. The culinary business itself experienced quite sharp fluctuations after the Covid-19 pandemic period, which was shown by the economic slowdown which had an impact on the development pattern of the culinary business in Indonesia. The culinary business in Indonesia itself can be divided based on three main categories, namely service type (cafes and bars, cloud kitchens, full-service restaurants, and quick-service restaurants), based on outlet type (chained outlets and independent outlets), and based on location (leisure, lodging, standalone, and travel). The success of the culinary business in Indonesia cannot be separated from the role of social media. Social media is able to expand promotions and create virality that never appears in other media. Instagram culture, which emphasizes visual displays, also provides a strong impetus for Indonesian people's consumption patterns for culinary products. Social media is also recognized as creating a new channel that makes it easier to communicate, observe, and evaluate business owners regarding customer responses.

Until now, micro, small, and medium enterprises (MSMES) are still the main engines of Indonesia's economic growth. Around 99% of total businesses in Indonesia are included in MSMES, which practically employs 89% of the total workforce available in Indonesia and contributes to the acquisition of 60% of the country's GDP (APF Canada 2018). Of all MSMES spread throughout Indonesia, one-third are included in the food and beverage service and food processing sectors. The culinary sector holds a key portion in the “Creative Economic Development Scheme” that has been declared by the Government of Indonesia since 2017. Nearly 42% of the total gross domestic product (GDP) of Indonesia's creative economy is contributed by the
culinary sector (Handayani 2018). This figure occupies the highest point of the 16 sectors developed by the Indonesian Creative Economy Agency (Bekraf). This growth is most visible in the East Java region, where the growth of the culinary and accommodation business increased significantly throughout 2018 (Handayani 2018; Trihendrawan 2019).

Various forms of culinary-based small and medium-sized enterprises are present throughout Indonesia by offering a wide variety of menus. Innovation is the most important element in the food sector to strengthen competitiveness (Grunert et al. 1996). The culinary business is also experiencing a change in trend where the menu offered is now not only limited to general traditional menus but also penetrated rapidly into international menus that are quickly adjusted to the tastes and purchasing power of the Indonesian people. Diversification of culinary products also seems to be developing rapidly. Enterprise owner also implements various business strategy to attract and maintain customers (APF Canada 2018).

The development of information and communication technology (ICT) brings new challenges for MSMES actors. The ability of businesses to adopt and maximize the Internet becomes one of the main factors that determine the sustainability of business, to seize market opportunities, as well as to ensure superiority against competitors in the current era (Rahayu and Day 2015). Previously, a lot of research has been done that looks at how small and medium businesses react to the use of the internet, including adopting internet technology to maximize competence and maximize e-commerce (Johnson, Edmundson-bird, and Keegan 2015; Mehrtens, Cragg, and Mills 2001; Akkeren and Cavaye 1999; Mutula and Van Brakel 2007; Hashim 2007; Rahayu and Day 2015). Unfortunately, most previous research emphasizes the function of the Internet as a business support tool. Maximizing the use of the internet is essentially related to a set of strategic cognitive abilities that users have when consuming and producing a variety of content and services on the Internet (Osterman 2012; Spires, Paul, and Kerkhoff 2017). The process of understanding the internet itself is a complex combination of understanding and ability that cannot only be seen from the efforts of maximizing one business element but as a holistic interpretation of how to access and maximize all services on the internet (Meyers, Erickson, and Small 2013; Osterman 2012). A process that is now known as digital literacy (Osterman 2012; Johnson, Edmundson-bird, and Keegan 2015; Iqbal et al. 2014; Williams 2015).
Also different from previous research which focus on companies, this research focuses on business owners. This decision is crucial given that at the MSMES level, the owner's role as a decision-maker and determinant of the business direction is very dominant. Focusing research on MSMES owners will help fill the explanation gap in the IT adoption model by providing insights into the relationship between the lack of digital literacy levels and the slow adoption of IT (Hashim 2007).

Although many studies have focused on the theme of using digital media to enhance MSMES innovations, only a few of them have focused on how business actors understand the changing landscape of digital media. One of the biggest challenges in the context of digital media presence is the ability of the public to understand and use all components of digital media appropriately (Webber and Johnston 2000; Eshet-alkalai 2004; Williams 2015). All business sectors, from manufacturing, service, and agriculture, all the way to retail, depend on data and the global flow of information provided by the Internet. The majority of studies on the use of the internet element by MSMES view the internet as a strategic practical element, which although vital in responding to the challenges faced by MSMES, has the potential to neglect the fundamental understanding of the ability of businesses to understand new media ecosystems and all information circulation and interactions within it (Hashim 2007). This emphasis applies doubly in the case of developing countries where the presence of the internet gives significant impacts and patterns that are significantly different from other studies conducted in developed countries (Mutula and Van Brakel 2007). A thorough and critical understanding of this new media, better known as digital literacy, is an important element that must be a concern to support the development process of the small and medium business sector in Indonesia. Based on the description previously explained, this research attempts to look more deeply at the influence that social media has on the development of small and medium businesses in Indonesia through a qualitative study.

LITERATURE REVIEW

Digital Literacy
The concept of digital literacy was initially widely misunderstood as 'digital capabilities' or 'knowledge of operating computers' by the majority of commercial and business parties (Johnson, Edmundson-bird, and Keegan 2015; Williams 2015). This situation is quite reasonable considering the concept of digital literacy has been viewed in various ways by various experts since it was first introduced by Paul Gilster in 1997. However, all
definitions of digital literacy go to the same foundation: the increasing use and recognition of the importance of digital media in all aspects of life (Iqbal et al. 2014; Gilster 1997; Meyers, Erickson, and Small 2013; Eshet-alkalai 2004; Bhatt, Roock, and Adams 2015) which at the same time also encourages the user's ability to access and respond to messages media critically to enhance individual control over the use of digital media. The majority of definitions of digital literacy always contain at least several similar points, including effective information retrieval, valid knowledge of information sources, the ability to select and evaluate information, understanding issues of bias and misinformation, and effectiveness in disseminating information to other parties (Webber and Johnston 2000; Haenfler, Johnson, and Jones 2012). To understand the essence of digital literacy, we must first remember that an individual's ability to use certain media, being able to operate Twitter or Facebook, for example, does not demonstrate sufficient understanding of media literacy. This understanding of digital literacy is not only limited to superficial knowledge about 'how to create an account', 'creating a fanpage', or 'how to upload product photos on the online marketplace', but more than that, all enterprise owners are required to be able to understand, analyze, evaluate, and create messages and content on media (Eshet-alkalai 2004). Digital literacy refers to holistic abilities that cover a complex set of cognitive, motor, sociological, and emotional abilities and are inherently multimodal (Eshet-alkalai and Chajut 2009; Bhatt, Roock, and Adams 2015). Therefore, the high level of internet penetration and the use of social media in Indonesia cannot be interpreted simply as evidence that Indonesian people also have a deep understanding of this new media (APJII 2018). The majority of young people show that they often overestimate their personal ability to understand digital media, including thinking that understanding the use of software is the main point in digital literacy (Eshet-alkalai 2004; Johnson, Edmundson-bird, and Keegan 2015).

Essentially digital iteration is the ability to master ideas, not buttons. More specifically, digital literacy is a series of abilities to understanding the method of accessing digital information, evaluating and processing information through various digital technology equipment, and being able to construct knowledge from various information which in the end can be used to encourage user empowerment (Christ and Potter 1998; Livingstone and Graaf 2010; Iqbal et al. 2014). In this research, the model will be used to conduct a digital literacy analysis of users based on the Coiro, Knobel,
Lankshear, and Leu (2008) and Livingstone (2004) models, which states that there has been a shift in the concept of literacy, which starts from ownership of competencies to access, evaluate and understand print static text leading to the ability to be able to access, discover, evaluate, and using digital text available on the internet. The framework is based on Coiro, Knobel, Lankshear, and Leu’s media literacy model, as explained below. The framework in the table below will later be used as a tool to dissect how small and medium business owners' understanding of digital literacy in the culinary sector influences the development of their businesses.

Table 1: Digital Literacy Practices

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Types of Digital Literacy Practices</th>
<th>Observed Digital Literacy Practices</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Access</td>
<td>Use media features (smartphones, laptops, PCs) to open the internet, use Google or this search engine, use hyperlinks, access videos, sounds and other forms of multimedia content,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Analysis</td>
<td>Using keywords, interpreting symbolic meanings, searching for information and certain facts, getting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Content Creation</td>
<td>Create various forms of text in various forms (text, sound, video) with the application available, edit the text that has been made, combine various forms of text according to the purpose of the text, upload text</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Digital Literacy, Innovation, and MSMES**

Digital literacy is an important element that must be mastered considering the digital media landscape has created opportunities as well as challenges that must be understood by all its users, especially in the economic
and business context. Several previous studies have focused on the relationship between the ability of information and communication technology (ICT) adaptation with MSMES business performance (Johnson, Edmundson-bird, and Keegan 2015; Rahayu and Day 2015; Mehrten, Cragg, and Mills 2001; Hashim 2007; Hamdani and Maulani 2018). Some research that has been done shows that MSMES in developing countries have some more or less uniform obstacles, especially regarding the adoption and understanding of the use of ICT (Mutula and Van Brakel 2007; Hashim 2007; Rahayu and Day 2015). Other obstacles faced by MSMES include the lack of knowledge and education of business owners about business strategies, lack of managerial skills, and the inability to adapt to the development of communication technology (Mutula and Van Brakel 2007). This pattern is consistently found in many Asian countries, even in countries with the highest levels of internet infrastructure development such as China and India.

The internet itself plays a vital role in the modern development of MSMES. The Internet provides an effective strategy for small organizations to market their products, improve communication flow, launch new products, gather information, and identify potential business partners (Akkeren and Cavaye 1999). One of the main strengths of the internet is the ability of the internet to open up greater opportunities for MSMES to innovate. Innovation is an essential characteristic of entrepreneurship, which can be interpreted as the main core of the MSMES process. Innovation is related to the ability of business people to find opportunities to make profits and generate new business ideas to combine various resources to become a product, service, technology, administrative techniques, organizational design forms, and strategies new that can be maximized in business processes (Peris-Ortiz 2014; Najib and Kiminami 2011). Innovation is directly related to the attitude of being active, and taking risks (Peris-Ortiz 2014). The ability of business entities to continue the innovation process is an indisputable part given the rapid market changes presenting the challenges of competition and endless consumer demands. Large-scale companies have long paid special attention to the element of innovation, both in the context of developing products, services, and managerial systems. However in the context of small businesses, there are several unique factors that affect the development of innovation. Small businesses put more emphasis on the close cooperation process and the process of deep involvement in innovation development (Peris-ortiz 2014).
The presence of the internet also provides an extraordinary opportunity for MSMES to innovate, especially in the field of food. This research will focus on the level of digital literacy that is owned by small and medium businesses in the culinary field of innovation in products, services, and work systems and marketing they do.

SME in Indonesia.

MSMES holds a vital position in the Indonesian economy. Like many other developing countries in Asia, SME act as an engine of economic growth and development, the backbone of the national economy, the largest provider of employment, and a very important tool for alleviating poverty (Tambunan 2009). All of these characteristics are easily identified, especially in developing Southeast Asian countries such as Indonesia, Malaysia, Thailand, the Philippines, Brunei Darussalam, Cambodia, Vietnam, Laos, and Myanmar. Of a total of around 60 million MSMES in Indonesia, 98.75% are micro-enterprises, 1.15% are small enterprises, and 0.1% are medium enterprises (OECD 2018).

The strength of the development of MSMES in Indonesia is mainly driven by the increasing entrepreneurial climate marked by Indonesia's macroeconomic conditions which have been quite conducive in recent years (OECD 2018). Of the total MSMES in Indonesia, around 22.6% are engaged in food, restaurant, and beverage services (APF Canada 2018). The position of the food, beverage, and restaurant sector has increased sharply with the development of the Creative Economy Agency in 2015.

One important issue in the context of the development of MSMES in Indonesia is the growing development of obstacles faced by businesses. The majority of MSMES actors state that the main obstacles they face are financial problems, but various other problems also constrain the development of small and medium businesses such as marketing, human resources, and the ability to use certain technologies (APF Canada 2018). Although many businesses are slowly beginning to adopt ICT technology in their businesses, the majority still do not use the Internet to its full potential. Only about 1% of the total MSMES actors in Indonesia claim to have a website for business and only around 7% of business operators claim to have used the internet for online learning programs (APF Canada 2018).

The data above shows that the issue of internet use for MSMES actors in Indonesia still does not provide satisfactory conclusions. Various data explaining the high internet penetration in Indonesia along with the increasingly widespread internet infrastructure (APJII 2018) apparently cannot be simply interpreted as the high use of the internet for maximizing small and
medium enterprises (APF Canada 2018; OECD 2018). This research seeks to understand more about how businesses maximize the use of the Internet by focusing on the user's digital literacy capabilities. Through a qualitative study, it is hoped that an in-depth understanding of the level of business literacy can be found in determining the development of innovation in business processes.

Methodology
Surabaya and Malang are the two main cities in the province of East Java, the second most economically vital province in Indonesia. Surabaya and Malang occupy the top level of the number of MSMES actors in the sector of providing hotel accommodations, restaurants, and food processing (BPS Jawa Timur 2016). Based on the national census conducted by the Central Statistics Agency in 2016, 229,438 MSMES in the hotel and restaurant sector were located in the city of Surabaya while 74,794 MSMES were recorded in the city of Malang. This number is highly significant compared to some other big cities in East Java, such as Jember and Banyuwangi. As a consequence, both Malang and Surabaya provide the opportunity to conduct in-depth research on MSMES actors in the culinary field regarding their digital literacy levels and their ability to innovate business. An interview is considered the most suitable method in this study. Interviews produce deep understanding, but also still maintain the level of formality and distance between researchers and interviewees.

Thirty micro and small business owners in the culinary field participated in this research. A total of 15 enterprises owners were taken from the Surabaya area, mainly from densely populated areas in Jojoran and Ngagel, while 15 enterprise owners were taken from the Dinoyo area in Malang. All informants are chosen by random sampling by considering the definition of small and medium-sized enterprises from Indonesian Law Number 20 of 2008 concerning Micro, Small and Medium Enterprises. One of the main criteria of micro-enterprises is having assets of less than 50 million rupiahs and a maximum turnover of 300 million, while small enterprises are businesses that have assets between 50 to 500 million with a turnover of 300 million rupiahs to 2.5 billion rupiah. Culinary and small businesses are quite easily identified in Indonesia, especially in densely populated areas, where many businesses use access to the road to sell snacks and drinks of various types. The interview process was carried out within a period of approximately three months with the help of two students who had been trained previously. The results of interviews
that have been recorded are then transcribed before coding for analysis.

To simplify the data analysis process, each participant's interview results are coded according to the city where the data was collected and followed by a numeric code for the interview sequence. The 'SBY' code is for informants from the Surabaya area and the 'MLG' code is for informants from the Malang area.

RESULT AND DISCUSSION

The study of micro, small, and medium business owners in the culinary sector will be discussed in this section. The analysis will focus on the context of digital literacy and the ability of MSMES owners to utilize digital media to innovate. The analysis will also utilize the digital literacy capability criterion model offered by Livingstone (2008) by focusing on the user's ability to access digital media, message content analysis, message content evaluation, and the creation of independent messages that are used to support economic empowerment.

Access

In general, access encompasses the ability of individuals to connect and join the media landscape (Livingstone 2009). Access sees how users can change or adapt themselves so that the connection process can continue. This includes the ability to update and extend hardware and software applications. Not only that, but the ability to access also focuses on the ability of users to choose and use the right media, reach the expected information with this tool, and have the basic ability to understand the content. Access is the most basic ability to understand the internet. The high rate of internet penetration in Indonesia shows that at least the majority of people have mastered this ability. Based on a survey conducted by the Indonesian Internet Service Providers Association (APJII), the level of internet penetration in Indonesia has reached 54.68% of the total population (APJII 2018). The development of infrastructure that is fully supported by the government and the rapid advancement of the gadget industry has produced mass products that are relatively affordable for the Indonesian market.

The interview results show that the level of ICT adoption of MSMES actors is still minimal. Although smartphone ownership shows a fantastic increase in numbers especially in urban areas (APJII 2018), almost 60% (18 business operators) of the total respondents stated that they were "not interested" or "too busy" to try to use a smartphone to support the effort. Some businesses, especially the 40-year-old woman up with low education levels, even expressed their reluctance to get involved with anything that smells of technology,
even in the form of a fairly common as the use of machines AT M (MLG1, MLG2).

*If it's too complicated I don't want to use it. The thing is, I don't have an assistant. I confess I don't really understand technology. Moreover, if it’s connected to ATM Bank, I absolutely can’t... (MLG1)*

*I have to open a bank account, which I really want to avoid. I don't want to... It’s really troublesome... (MLG2)*

Nevertheless, 80% (24 enterprise owners) of the total respondents stated that they were aware of the potential of the internet, especially social media as a potential business strategy. The majority mentioned the success of businesses or other businesses that utilize internet-based application services, especially food purchasing services with GrabFood and GoFood. Grab and Gojek themselves are on-demand multi-service platforms and digital payment. One of their line of service, Grabfood, and GoFood, have revolutionized the way urban Indonesian buys their food by using a two-wheeled ride-hailing driver for faster and easier food purchase. As for micro and small enterprise owners, they complain that there are many issues they do not understand about internet use. They also admit they have no self-confidence and harbor suspicion of services on the internet. Internet services are considered as an invisible entity and therefore, cannot be controlled and observed directly. This situation is seen as disadvantages and too risky for micro and small enterprises owner who financially fragile. This suspicious and apathetic attitude based on misunderstanding is often the reason for the enterprise's owner's decision to refuse deeper access to the internet other than for informal communication. Therefore, these enterprise owners generally rely on other parties to use the internet to support their businesses, especially the younger members of their family, to make purchases of raw materials, promotions, and developing businesses. This 'younger-family-member-assistant' is usually aged between 15-23 years, is more educated, and has a better understanding of technology, especially the internet.

*Actually, I can if I want to learn, but I'm lazy ... (MLG1)*

*We have an Instagram account, Facebook, and Whatsapp. But the one who manages all those accounts is specialized admin. Anyway, as long as there is Imam (the specialized admin name in question), there’s nothing to worry about. He will...*
check everything. I myself don’t understand about internet... (SRB 4)

Analysis

The ability to analysis is considered the most important ability in media literacy. The reason is that the main purpose of media literacy itself is to provide critical autonomy to users when using media (Livingstone and Graaf 2010). Analytical skills include the various competencies needed to create the structure, content, design, shape, and stages of various messages that appear in the media through a variety of perspectives. Users who are able to apply analytical skills will in turn understand that media messages in a variety of forms are the product of planned manipulative processes (Webber and Johnston 2000). Users are expected to be able to draw boundaries between the real world and the virtual world formed by the media.

The majority of enterprise owners appear to have experienced difficulties in understanding the landscape of Internet services. Most enterprise owners state that the services offered by the internet are too difficult to understand, so their usage patterns so far are only limited to sending messages through social media, especially through the Whatsapp and Facebook applications. However, many enterprise owners claim to have used internet services to find information that supports businesses, especially for product development and innovation (MLG4, MLG5, SBY 1, SBY 2, SBY 3, SBY 5). All business actors interviewed realized the importance of innovation, by linking with the increasingly high business competition, especially in the food sector. Some enterprise owners even say that business ideas, including the purchase of new ingredients, new forms of packaging, and new promotion strategies are obtained from the Internet.

I haven't tried it yet. Only occasionally from YouTube, I try recipes that are displayed there (SBY1).

The recipe is indeed from mother. But his inspiration from social media. The point is playing on toppings and flavors ... When trying something original, millennial kids get bored quickly. Finally, I looked for something unique. Why don't we try something else. (SBY2)

What is quite an interesting finding is the rising suspicion and doubt from enterprise owners about internet safety for religious reasons. Eight business operators stated that internet-based services, especially applications that use non-cash transactions such as OVO (popular digital payment service implemented by Grab) and GoPay
(digital payment service implemented by GoJek), are not in accordance with Islamic teachings because they are considered to contain elements of usury, manipulation, or fraud. The issue of usury in modern financial transactions, including non-sharia banking services as well as electronic sale and purchase transactions, has become one of the controversial issues in Indonesian society which is predominantly Muslim. This view arises mainly from culinary entrepreneurs who have ages between 40-55 years old, men, who come from areas that are the basis of Muslim power such as Aceh and Kebumen, and run family-based culinary businesses.

At first, I used the Gojek application. At first, I was interested but I was anti-banking. It’s a usury, you know? Too complicated for me because the numbers and money sometimes don't match. I’m not ready for that. I prefer cash (SBY 3).

I once got an offer from Grab. But I did not register. I was chosen. So I was told to fill out forms. I didn’t fill it in, don’t understand. But already registered it. So if Go-Pay, Ovo doesn't put me up. I don’t believe the system... (SBY 5)

Analytical skills are the stages that users must understand after accessing the internet. The ability of users in Indonesia to conduct analysis is still limited, especially for micro-enterprises that have limited access to Internet services. This is indicated by the lack of user understanding of the content creation process in the media, understanding of application service architecture, understanding of content design and form, and various other issues. Referring to the high number of social media users, the majority of internet use in Indonesia is still limited to communicative
and entertainment functions. These two functions do not require deep critical skills and competencies so the use of new media is superficial. Users should be able to read the 'big framework' of new media to be able to utilize all the services they have to support the entire life process (Eshet-alkalai 2004; Webber and Johnston 2000; Livingstone 2009). This includes the ability to understand the ins and outs of the content production flow, who is involved in making messages, and to map regulations regarding the flow of data and global information, especially with the presence of big data and cloud computing. Analytical skills require critical thinking skills that are supported by a variety of perspectives ranging from artistic, literary, social, political, religious, and economic (Eshet-alkalai 2004; Livingstone 2009).

**Evaluation**

Evaluative ability is the final process to complete analytical skills as well as an ability to make judgments about the quality or value of media content. In the evaluation process, being able to see the potential effects that might result from a message or media content is also an important element (Eshet-alkalai 2004; Livingstone 2009). In essence, in the evaluation process, the user is expected to be able to connect certain media messages with his personal experience and then make an assessment of the reality and quality of the media message.

There are seven business actors (14%) based on interviews showing sufficient evaluation ability in using digital media for business innovation development (SBY2, SBY 3, SBY11, MLG4, MLG9, MG13, MLG14). The ability to perform evaluation skills is demonstrated by the ability of enterprise owner to assess the quality of services, assess the effect of certain services on business performance, determine the level of reliability of messages that appear in various forms of online communication, and evaluate various media content that can be utilized to support businesses. All of the seven enterprises owner are at the young age (20-28 years), having a minimum education level of bachelor graduate, and opening a culinary business independently (not obtained from a bigger business or family branch).

The Internet is undeniably important. Like YouTube and Instagram. But sometimes we don’t know which is real and which is not. People can just lie on the internet... I used to be a barista too. It is important we have real experience. Later we combine our internet findings and real experience. The ratio is between 70:30 (MLG 4)
There are several factors that determine the readiness of businesses to be critical of various content and services on the internet. This readiness depends very much on the set of capabilities that citizens have, the level of literacy, and the positive attitude shown in the process of adopting ICT (Mutula and Van Brakel 2007). Evaluative ability itself emphasizes a deeper understanding of various media content. This is important because the amount of information contained in new media continues to grow and exceeds the user's ability to consume. Therefore, the ability to be able to select and evaluate media content is a must-have. Evaluative ability is a set of competencies to be able to choose and assess the quality, reality, and validity of information that appears in new media. This includes the ability of users to avoid dangerous and irresponsible media content and to evaluate the objectivity of information in an environment filled with marketing messages such as advertisements.

MSMES enterprise owners who are still young, educated, and including tech savvies tend to have much higher evaluative abilities than older business actors. This more evaluative ability then gives confidence and courage to young business entrepreneurs to use internet services. Various issues that are feared by older MSMES actors can easily understood by young entrepreneurs who are able to evaluate the risks and challenges that arise on the internet.

**Message Creation**

The ability to create messages in the media can be interpreted as a series of competencies related to the ability to create media messages and share the message with other parties (Livingstone and Graaf 2010; Eshet-alkalai 2004). This capability is vital because it transforms users as consumers into creators and distributors of messages. The ability to create messages is the final element in media literacy because good media message creation requires a complex understanding of connections and platform selection (access), the ability to analyze the structure and dimensions of media messages (analysis), and the ability to select and evaluate the quality and reality of content (evaluate).

From the results of interviews conducted with enterprise owners, only six informants (20%) were judged to have been able to create messages on the internet to support business innovation. The message appears in the form of a variety of promotional content such as social media campaigns both independently managed or using other party assistance. The ability of enterprise owners is extremely vital in composing marketing messages and
promotional content on the internet, given that financial issues are considered to be one of the main problems faced by enterprise owners.

We play with words. Philosophically, we meant to ‘be there’ for our customers. So all our efforts are based on customers. We also have the hashtag #ourstoryhere. So the story with words performs like a catalyst on Instagram. We focus on the atmosphere of the story because our identity is essentially telling stories. We also create content like collages, and stories about our customers. So indirectly we can be close to consumers... (SBY5)

Based on interviews, one interesting finding is that there is a considerable distance between some enterprise owners and others in the context of creating business messages on the Internet. Young entrepreneurs between the ages of 20-28 years, such as the owner of Katalo Kopi (SBY5) and Paradise (MLG4) are able to create neat and planned message strategies. Both of them discussed the power of social media which can be used as a promotional medium that is quite effective, easy, and relatively inexpensive. However, this view is very different from 23 (76,7%) of other enterprise owners who state that social media tends to be difficult to exploit and tends to make a contrasting distinction between offline and online business strategies. This view is most evident in family-based MSMES, carried down through generations with traditional Indonesian food such as soto, pecel, and Aceh fried noodles.

Actually, I do not really care. I don't even know my Instagram feed. I will upload a private photo on my personal (Instagram) account. When it comes to uploading Soto (the menu he sells) ... it doesn't seem necessary. I am also not interested. Maybe only one time ... (MLG3)

Message creation is an element of media literacy that is most easily associated with the business world. All understanding of the media ultimately boils down to an integrated strategic communication plan. However, the creation of good strategic communication is a big challenge that is still difficult, even for large-scale enterprises.

CONCLUSION

The results of interviews conducted on culinary MSMES owners in Malang and Surabaya reflect the lack of digital literacy skills of the Indonesian people. Although almost all informants stated that the internet did offer broader opportunities to develop business, only a few met digital literacy
The still low level of digital literacy in these MSMES actors affects their ability to adopt the internet as a tool to support business operations, not only in the context of product and service marketing but also in self-development. The majority of new enterprise owners reach the access phase, which is the initial phase where users are connected to the internet and utilize the most basic features of application services. Enterprise owners only use internet technology for informal communication purposes and access to entertainment. Only a few business actors can move towards the analysis phase, namely the ability to be able to compare the strengths and weaknesses of one service with another and take advantage of most of the features provided by the service. In addition to the lack of education, one of the most visible points of the interview is the religious issue, related to the controversy of usury and fraud from modern banking and digital payment systems. This issue creates suspicion and doubt for many micro and small enterprise owners on the internet.

A higher level of digital literacy is seen in younger enterprise owners. MSMES actors with an age range of 20-28 years tend to have a more comprehensive understanding of the internet and have even demonstrated the ability to be at the highest literacy level by creating multimedia content independently. The MSMES enterprise owners generally started their businesses based on personal initiative instead of continuing the family business so that they are freer to determine managerial decisions, one of which is to innovate with the help of internet media. The rapid development of culinary business in Indonesia also seems to be driven by the growing involvement of young entrepreneurs who use internet technology to offer new and innovative menus.
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